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Calendar Quilt

This quilt will teach you a fast and easy method to design and make original flower
blocks that are softly three dimensional and have edges that do not unravel. You
will be using real flowers that I will bring in for the class. I will also have a pattern
for the top right block, which is the shamrock plant for March and St. Patricks
Day.
Supply List
Background fabric, PRE-QUILTED, (more info below )
Fabric scraps and pieces, 6” large more or less (more info below)
One sheet of a lightweight double sided fusible web, I prefer Pellon Lite EZ-Steam
11.
I will have sheets with me for $1 each if you need one.
Sewing machine, threads, regular sewing supplies. Very sharp small scissors are
great.
Marking tools, white and blue (I will have some to borrow if needed)
Square rulers, 6” or as big as you want your block to be
Pins, basting glue is very helpful

More Details :
For the fabrics, I used batiks, but you could also use prints with small scales or that
read as a solid.
My personal goal of my own quilt was to be as realistic as possible, but anything
goes in quilting! The background fabric should allow your flowers to show up, and
should be pre-quilted in any style. I used a fairly dense cross hatching but you
could free motion a piece. I quilted mine block by block, but you could also quilt a
large piece and then cut it into blocks.
I made my quilted backgrounds about 6.5” square and then cut them down to 5.5”
after the block was pieced, but you can certainly make them larger.
Just add an extra inch or so for squaring. It is recommended that your fabrics be
pre-washed so the fusible sticks properly, I wash most of my fabric but I am sure
not all, and have never had a problem.
For the fabric on the back, a dark solid or near solid will allow the stitches to show
up and looks very pretty.
Bring at least one green fabric for the leaves and some pretty flower colors,
yellows, purples, pinks, reds, blues. I will also bring a pile of batik scraps and
pieces to share.
For thread, I used a variety of colors to match the fabric, or what the flower had,
like yellow stamens, etc. Decorative threads would be beautiful as well.
I like using the same thread color in the bobbin, so one block may have several
thread colors and makes a beautiful back on the quilt.
We will also touch on joining the blocks together in the quilt as you go method,
and realistic embellishing. I will be actually finishing my quilt in this class as I
demonstrate this, so I am excited!

